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HIGH RESOLUTION DIGITAL PRESENTER

User's Manual
Features

Various image control

Digital features on your Digital Presenter provide useful and various image controls including:
- Negative/Positive image conversion
- Brightness and Red/Blue color control
- Image rotation
- Image save/recall
- Image freeze
- Image divide

Input source selection

You can quickly switch between your computer presentation and your document presentation with the INT/EXT button on the control panel or on the remote controller.

Custom user settings

To avoid any interruption of presentation to reset the digital presenter, you can preset up to 4 customized settings in the memory and simply recall it during the presentation.

Support to GUI menu system

SDP-900DXR support to GUI menu system to control various function of digital presenter with mouse operation.
Name and function of each part

Main control panel

- The buttons on the main control panel can be found in the remote controller. These buttons perform the same functions.

1. **POWER**
   - Use this to turn the power on or off.

2. **FREEZE**
   - Use this to freeze the image.

3. **AWC**
   - Use this to control the color automatically.

4. **ZOOM**
   - Use this to control the size of an object projected on the screen.

5. **APERTURE**
   - Use this to control the sharpness of the output image.

6. **ROTATE**
   - Use this to rotate the image.

7. **AF**
   - Use this to adjust the focus automatically.

8. **MODE**
   - Use this to select the desired resolution for the video output device (PC monitor, projector) connected to this product.

9. **INT / EXT**
   - Use this to select internal or external image.
   - INT: to view the image on this product.
   - EXT: to view the VGA output from another device such as a PC monitor or a projector by connecting it to this product.

10. **LAMP**
    - Use this to turn the upper lamp or light box on or off.

11. **IRIS**
    - Use this to control the brightness of the image by using the iris.
Name and function of each part
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Thank you for purchasing this product. This product is a high resolution video presenter that can project all kinds of data on a PC monitor, a TV, or a projector with simple manipulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Special features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **12X professional zoom lens and 3X digital zoom**  
(can be used for the materials with sizes from A4 to film) |
| By adopting 12X super optic angle zoom lens, it is possible to shoot all materials from the size of a film to A4 size. |
| **Adopted 850,000 pixels CCD** |
| By adopting 1/3 inch PS type CCD, high resolution and excellent color reappearance are realized. |
| **Can control USB and RS-232** |
| By using USB, it is possible to view or store the image in a PC and control the functions of the set. Also it is possible to control the set by using RS-232C port. |
| **Output modes from SVGA to XGA** |
| It supports various output modes from SVGA to XGA that it can be connected to all kinds of projectors. |
| **Remote controller is a standard feature** |
| Remote controller is supplied as a standard feature for the product so that it can be manipulated from a distance. Thus it is very convenient during a conference. |
| **TV output mode** |
| By adopting TV output mode, monitoring and conference data can be recorded through VTR. |